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I have seen lady April bringing the daffodils.
Bringing the springing grass and the soft warm April rain.
JohnMasefield from his poem “Beauty”
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"Gardening, like life, should be fun". Christopher Lloyd,
famous British gardener who died in Jan. at the age of 84.
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TIMELY ADVISE FOR THE NEW SEASON
The Canadian Physiotherapy Association maintains:

30 Minutes of gardening give general health benefits similar to going for a
brisk walk



gardening tasks require bending your joints and stretching your muscles preserving flexibility




lifting and repetitive tasks around the yard build strength and endurance
check out www.physiotherapy.ca

Much Ado About Nothing
Unfounded rumours have been flying about termiteinfested mulch being exported from hurricane-ravaged
Louisiana. Master Gardeners have helped to debunk this
‘urban legend’ by tracking down a posting on the Snopes
website, which is dedicated to getting to the root of false
rumours like this one and providing more reliable
information. According to Dennis Ring of the Louisiana
State University Agricultural Centre, ‘the [termite
affected] parishes are under quarantine’ since October
2005. Ontario gardeners can be assured that mulch from
Louisiana is safe. For full details, logon to
www.snopes.com and type “lousiana termites” into the
SEARCH ENGINE provided. Reprinted from MGOI
newsletter
Thanks to the many readers that brought this to my
attention. (Editor)

A slug is just a snail with a
housing problem !

You CAN lose weight by gardening ~ eat less and move more!
The following list shows what a typical man weighing 180
pounds will burn in 30 minutes of activity. If you weigh more
you can burn even more calories! Watering lawn/garden~ 61
Raking~ 162 Bagging leaves~ 162 Planting seeds/seedlings~
162 Planting trees~ 182 Weeding ~ 182 Clearing Land ~ 202
Digging, spading, tilling~ 202
Laying Sod~202 General
gardening~ 202 Chopping wood~243 Gardening with heavy
power tools~ 243 M owing the lawn with a push mower~ 243
Shoveling snow~ 243 Shoveling heavy snow~ 364 © 2005,
Candee Stark and Flowers&Garden.com
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Dates to Remember:
April 13 th ... Passover
April 16 th ... Easter Sunday
April 22 nd ... Earth Day (See page 7)
April 28 th and 29 th ... Azilda Greenhouses advanced perennial sale and new varieties seminar. (See page 10)
April 30 th ... General Meeting at C.N.I.B. with guest speaker Delores Klingspon from the North Bay Heritage
Gardens, speaking on “Fostering Deeper Human Development Through Gardening”, followed by the annual Pot
Luck Supper. (See page 8 for further information)
May 4 th to 6 th ... Plant Sale at RBG Arboretum (see page 9 for more details)
May 6 th ... District 13 Annual Meeting is being held in Sudbury for the first time in 10 years.(see also page 5 and 10)

======================================

The
Garden
Philosopher

Gardening is: 






an act of faith.
a display of optimism.
an evolution.
a voyage of self-discovery.
a way of showing you believe in
tomorrow.
an opportunity to play the creator

======================================

======================================
A Biographical Sketch
of our Guest Speaker,
Delores Klingspon
in Her Own Words
My retirement in June
2003 from a lifetime of
support work in educational
settings has allowed me to
devote a large amount of time to volunteer activities
that aim to foster some aspect of human development.
These have included serving as co-chair of the
Executive Committee of the Heritage Gardeners for a
two-year term, and being on one of the teams that
maintain the flower gardens along the Waterfront in
North Bay. My approach to fostering human
development uses ideas from a conceptual scheme for
development and empowerment that has been taking
shape over the past few years in a group to which I
belong. In my talk on April 30, I will be discussing how
a central idea in the system—a model for a fully
functioning human being—helps us understand why
floral gardening is not simply a physical/intellectual
activity with aesthetic intents, but that it also brings into
play, and possibly develops, deeper ethical and spiritual
dimensions of a human being.
If you haven’t visited the North Bay Heritage Gardens
in person, try a pictorial and written tour on their
excellent website at:

http://www.heritagenorthbay.com/gallery.html
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CANADA BLOOMS
Gilberte Lambert would like to thank all the generous
donors of prizes for the bus passengers to Canada Blooms
March 9 th ,that made the trip fun and the time pass quickly.
They include:
HARM ONY GARDENS & GREENHOUSES
WHITEWATER GREENHOUSES
JARRETT CULINARY HERBS
AZILDA GREENHOUSES
HOLLA NURSERY'S
LINDA & WAYNE HUGLI
THERESA HENDERSON
GILBERTE LAM BERT
MARY YANCHUK
LISA ROBINSON

Two older ladies were sitting on a bench outside the
Convention Centre where Canada Blooms was in progress.
One leaned over and said, "Life is so boring. We never
have any fun anymore. For $5.00, I'd take my clothes
off and streak through that stupid flower show!"
"You're on!" said her friend, holding up a $5.00 bill.
As fast as she could, the first little old lady fumbled her
way out of her clothes and, completely naked, streaked
through the front door of the flower show.
Waiting outside, her friend soon heard a huge
commotion inside the hall, followed by loud applause .
The naked lady burst out through the door surrounded
by a cheering crowd.

Linda Hugli catches your editor having a
copy of photographer/ philosopher/
writer Freeman Patterson’s latest book
“The Garden” being autographed at
Canada Blooms.
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Answer to March puzzle:
The similarities in the 10 categories are:
1. All are bulbs. 2. Each name starts with the letter “l”.
3. Can be listed in alphabetical order. 4. All are used as ladies
names. 5. Each name has five letters. 6. Each name has three
syllables. 7. All have toxic parts. 8. All have thorns. 9. All
have edible parts. 10 All have medicinal qualities.

April Cryptogram Puzzle:
The following sentence is written in code and it is your
task to break that code. Each letter is substituted for
another throughout the puzzle. Look for clues in
frequently used letters, punctuation and letter groups.
One word is decoded to get you started. Once you
determine the code for one letter, it remains the same for
the entire puzzle.
CBPOPYPV EX NVPPO IBSEF HBUCH SZ,
XUS JWO FP HSVP R’YP FPPO ZWROIRON
the
IBP NWVMPO APOJP.

District 13 Annual Meeting:
This year’s meeting will be held in Sudbury May
6th, at Howard Johnson’s. Claire Liinamaa is the District
13 Director and Linda Hugli will be the meeting Convenor.
See page 8 of the March newsletter for more information.
Check page 9 for a nostalgic look at the last meeting here.

WEBSITE
of the
MONTH
Earth Day and the Earth Day
Logo are registered trademarks of
Earth Day Canada (1991) Inc.
In keeping with the April 22 nd
Earth Day, I thought it fitting to
visit www.earthday.ca and the
related websites dedicated to the
preservation of our environment
as is our Sudbury Hort. Society.
“EcoKids is Earth Day Canada's
environmental education program
for youth who care about the planet.
Since 1994, the EcoKids Program has
empowered Canadian youth with
environmental knowledge and handson activities, and presented this
information in fun, exciting ways that
increase awareness and encourage
active community involvement.”
“EcoMentors is an innovative and dynamic program
which matches high school students with elementary
school classes or environmental clubs to assist in teaching
environmental education. By working together, both
groups of students can turn their ideas into action by
participating in relevant environmental activities in their
community and explore and express their ideas and
viewpoints with regard to human-environment
interactions.”
“On November 21, 2000, Earth Day Canada launched
Target Zero Canada (TZC) – a national program
established to promote Zero Waste solutions. Target Zero
Canada will provide Zero Waste oriented resource
materials and networking capabilities.This new program
will also
communicate
real-world models
of business and
community
innovation in
waste reduction.”
Toyota Earth Day Scholarships and Natural Planting
Network are two other links worth visiting.
"Transplanting our backyards, schoolyards, company
properties, and parks with native trees, shrubs, grasses and
wildflowers."is the goal of the Natural Planting Network.
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The flag of Canada’s newest
territory, Nunavut, featuring
a red Inukshuk with the left
hand side being yellow and
the right hand side in white
with a blue star

Inukshuk featured at
Montreal
Mosaiculture

May the Inukshuk be your guide for a safe journey throughout life’s
travels. Let it always guide you home.

Inukshuk featured on the
logo of the next winter
Olympics with the segments
in the five colours of the
Olympic rings

The Inukshuk (pronounced IN-OOK-SHOOK) meaning "in the image of man", are magnificent lifelike figures of stone which were erected
by the Inuit people and are unique to the Canadian Arctic. Standing along Canada's most northern shores, they endure as eternal symbols
of leadership, encouraging the importance of friendship and reminding us of our dependence upon one another.
In the Baffin region of Canada's Arctic, the traditional meaning of an Inukshuk was to act as a compass or guide for a safe journey. The
Inukshuk, like ancient trackers, helped guide people seeking their way through the wilderness. An Inukshuk on land with two arms and legs
means there is a valley. At the end of this valley, you will be able to go in two directions. Today, this serves as a reminder that we always
have a choice in the direction we choose to take in our lives.
Erected to make the way easier and safer for those who follow, an Inukshuk represents safety and nourishment, trust and reassurance. The
Inukshuk guided people across the frozen tundra and gave them hope in barren places to handle hardships they encountered. These primitive,
stone images showed the way ahead... pointing you in the direction you wanted to go. Had they been able to speak, I am certain they would
have said... "Here is the road. It is safe. You can meet the demands that this path holds. You can reach your goals and attain your vision
of where you want to be."

What is true about the Inukshuk is true about people.
Inukshuks in themselves are the product of cooperation. The hands and efforts of an entire group were required to build these massive stone
sculptures. They are the result of a consensus of purpose, of focused action by a group united in its goal and labor. The inukshuk reminds
us that as good as our individual efforts may be, together we can do even greater things.
Each individual stone in an inukshuk supports, and is supported by, the one above and the one below it. No one piece is any more or less
important than another. Its strength lies in its unity. Its significance comes from its meaning as a whole. Individuals, by themselves, are
significant. As part of a team each of us supports, and is supported by another. We are united by our common goals, and together we are
part of a greater whole.
The stones which make up the Inukshuk are secured through balance. They are chosen for how well they fit together. The removal of even
one stone would destroy the integrity of the whole. So, too, with a team. Each individual in a team is necessary for the realization of the
team's purpose. The removal of even one person will result in the weakening of the structure. What holds the team together is the balance the complementary nature of the individual skills.
The Inukshuk are a symbol of the human spirit. They recognize our ability to succeed with others, where alone we would fail. They remind
us of our need to belong to something greater than ourselves. They prompt us to reconnect with our individual responsibility to invest our
efforts today so we may all have a better tomorrow. They ask us to heed the knowledge of our inner knowingness, hear the voice of our
intuition and move to the harmonious music in our heart and spirit. Inukshuk convey the importance of personal contribution and reinforce
our ability to commit to common goals. They implore us to share the fruits of our learning and our wisdom with one another.
The Inukshuk is a reminder for all of us that our efforts towards the common good of our earth community are appreciated. It is an enduring
symbol that invites us to speak with one another on a higher level, from our hearts and spirit, about what really matters in life.
from

http://www.instacoach.com/inukshuk.htm
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Monthly Horoscope for

annual savings of $70

Aires

Drive at the posted speed limit! A reduction of up to 0.5 tonnes and
a 20% fuel reduction

Mar 21st – Apr 19th
Your Astroflowers are not the most
sentimental of the zodiac signs. As a
fire sign ruled by Mars, the planet of
war, you hate over sentimentality or
insipidness. To give or receive flowers for emotional reasons is, if
you're honest, not really you. However, you also have the heart of
an artist and are fascinated by the beauty of flowers. You love all of
nature particularly in Autumn when she's wearing the flaming reds
of your ruling planet. You love to see flowers in a natural setting
and may thrill at the sight of a garden filled with red azalea and
rhododendron.

Rinse in cold water! A reduction between 0.1 and 0.3 tonnes and up
to 50% in energy savings
Use more energy-efficient light bulbs! A reduction of approximately
0.2 tonnes and annual savings of $30
Turn off lights and equipment when not in use! A reduction of
approximately 0.1 tonnes and annual savings of up to $120
To obtain a One-Tonne Challenge tip guide or to take the One Tonne
Challenge online visit:

http://www.climatechange.gc.ca/onetonne/Sudbury/.

Red flowers are also your favourite to give or receive. Tiger Lily
with its flaming colours inspires you as do tulips, poppies, and
fuchsias. Red and white carnations are another of your favourites
which have traditionally been associated with love and are worn at
weddings. It is also called the flower of rejoicing because it was first
seen, according to legend, in Bethlehem at the birth of Christ. In the
far east they are used as a form of divination: tie suitors name tags
to two carnations, whichever one lasts longest will be the name of
the person you may marry.
Traditionally people born at the end of March have yellow daffodils
as their lucky flower. If daffodils are the flower you choose,
remember to always give a bunch of them and never a single flower
for superstition says that a single daffodil will bring misfortune.
Holly is the sacred Yuletide tree of your ruling planet Mars. It is
seen as a symbol of vitality and courage. In old lore holly is known
for it's magical protective qualities. Touch a sprig of holly before
you fill out the lottery and it will bring you good luck.
(www.psychics.co.uk)

TIPs
from the
MASTER
GARDENERS
Starting Summer Bulbs Indoors

Every Sudburian loves a challenge, right?
In the past year, the City of Greater Sudbury, through EarthCare
Sudbury, used various approaches to engage citizens in the OneTonne Challenge, a national campaign to reduce Canada’s impact
on the environment. How? By offering ways to reduce our personal
greenhouse gas emissions, produced whenever we consume natural
resources or use energy!
EarthCare Sudbury offers three areas of programming: the
Corporate Challenge, the Youth Challenge and the Individual
Challenge. So far, 52 businesses and organizations have targeted
employees and customers through the Corporate Challenge; over
550 students have taken part in the Youth Challenge through the
Youth Action on Climate Change Contest and school presentations,
and over 900 youth participated through Science North’s
educational workshops; and over 800 individuals have filled out a
paper or an online pledge through the Individual Challenge.
You want to get involved in this great environmental challenge? It’s
easy! A one tonne reduction can be achieved with big changes, or
with a number of small, simple changes. For example, the five
following changes could add up to one tonne or more:
Don’t idle the car! A reduction of approximately 0.1 tonnes and

Everyone loves summer flowering bulbs such as cannas, dahlias,
begonias, or calla lilies, so why not get the jump on the gardening
season and start some indoors now? These bulbs will need about six
weeks to get well established before they are planted outside.
The first step is to choose bulbs that are firm to the touch. Choose
containers that are clean and have excellent drainage. Use a
commercial potting soil, mixed with equal parts peat moss and a
drainage material such as Perlite or sand. Place the bulbs in the soil
mix, following the planting directions suited to that type of bulb.
Different types require very different planting techniques: some are
planted barely covered with soil, others deeply, others concave side
up, so be sure to read the package instructions carefully. Keep the
soil moist, but not wet. Warm humid settings are optimal for growth.
Once the danger of frost is past and the soil has warmed up,
transplant the bulbs into the garden or outdoor containers.
(Source: Netherlands Flower Bulb Information Center)

Patronize our advertisers and tell them
you saw their ads in “ The Newsletter”
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ONTARIO HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
Centennial Tulip
by Claire Liinamaa
Do you remember those tulip bulbs you purchased last fall at one of our meetings?
We were told that they were to be a deep purple in colour to represent “Loyalty”.
A member of the Ottawa Horticultural Society forced some of her bulbs and this picture
shows the results. I know you are only seeing it in black and white but I will have a
coloured photo to show you at the April meeting so you will know what to expect.
The President of the O.H.A., District 13's very own Judy Lewis, is offering cash prizes
for the best photos of this lovely tulip.
Class 12 - “Loyalty” - Centennial tulip- a Society mass planting (at John Street park)
Class 13 - “Loyalty” - Centennial tulip - in my garden
Class 14 -“Loyal I Stand” - Centennial tulip - a single tulip
1 st Prize $25.00

2 nd Prize $15.00

3 rd Prize $10.00

Deadline for submission June 1 st, 2006 Any Questions?.....Call Claire 524-0670

Sunday April 30 th following the General Meeting at C.N.I.B. with guest speaker
Delores Klingspon from the North Bay Heritage Gardens, speaking on “Fostering
Deeper Human Development Through Gardening”.
The Board members
will provide meat and
hot dishes and the
membership is asked to
bring contributions to
the buffet. (Salads,
dressings, crudites,
dips, pickles, rolls,
desserts, condiments
etc.)

Chuck’s
photo of
The
happy
gang
off to
Canada
Blooms

Popular Piano @ Can Blooms

Roger Nash is in the process of lining up speakers for the 2007 season. Please send any ideas about topics and suggestions for speakers
to him at roger_nash@hotmail.com or phone him at 523-4681. You could even use Canada Post to deliver your ideas and
suggestions to 145 Maki Avenue, SUDBURY, ON, P3E 2P3. Perhaps you have a talent to share, and would like to volunteer your
expertise and services.
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“The Newsletter” received this e-mail from
Garth Wunsch - The Walden Woodsmith
262 Twelfth Avenue., P.O. Box 355, Lively, ON, P3Y 1M4
(705) 692-5710 Renovations, Garden Structures, Custom Furniture
Concerning the plant sale at The Royal Botanical Garden’s Arboretum, Old Guelph Road, DUNDAS May 4 th to 6 th ...
“I attended two years ago and it is like nothing I’ve ever seen before. W hen they say ‘bring a wagon’, they really mean it.
There are thousands of shoppers and the car is parked a long piece away, and if you don’t have way more plants than you
intended to buy, you just aren’t trying! J Once the plant list is available (it is all sorted by the proper Latin names of the plants)
it really is wise for a shopper to print it out and decide ahead of time what you want… and prioritize the wants list too… when
you arrive, you can head straight for your plant, no wondering where it is because the plants are all sorted as to perennials,
roses, etc, and then each type of plant is also sorted alphabetically on the benches… and the prices are really reasonable
too. The sale is a very important fundraiser for the RBG. Successive governments have constantly cut their funding, and they
are really suffering.”
Check out http://www.rbg.ca/pages/support_plantsale.html for details.
Garth W unsch has agreed to research and write the feature, W EBSITE of the MONTH for

A

BIT

of

NOSTALGIA

“The Newsletter”

(From ten years ago)

Dateline: SUDBURY May 5, 1996– Reprinted from The Northern Life
Sudbury Horticultural Society hosts district meeting -by Carol Mulligan
This was a big weekend in horticulture circles in Sudbury
Region and not just because it was supposed to be one of
the first warm enough to get in some honest-to-goodness
gardening this season.
The Sudbury Horticultural Society played host to
the District 13 annual meeting of the Ontario Horticultural
Association at Villa Loyola on Long Lake.
The theme of the Saturday meeting which kicked
off with a social evening Friday night, was “Time Began
in a Garden”
Representatives from the district’s 12 societies –
including Sudbury, which this year celebrates it’s 85 th
anniversary – were to attend.
Eric Hansen, who served as district director 19851986 and 1991-1995, was to hand over his “trowel” to the
new director.
Hansen is well-known for his work as president of
the Sudbury Horticultural Society in 1981-1982 and for his
leadership in the Master Gardener program sponsored by
the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food. Master
Gardeners are available at functions throughout the year to
answer questions from less accomplished gardeners.
The highlight of the meeting for many was
expected to be the slide presentation by Sudbury area
photographer, Don Johnson, whose images of the region’s
natural and tamed gardens are spectacular.
Tina Hansen, secretary/treasurer of district 13
executive and a long-time member of the Sudbury
Horticultural Society, said the meeting was an opportunity
for the chapter to conduct some business and enjoy
conversation on members’ obvious favourite topic. Hansen
notes there appears to be a “growing” interest in gardening
among younger people, particularly young couples. Who
are interested in beautifying their properties.
Beautification is something the Sudbury society
has had a good deal of experience. Its dedicated members
are in large part, are responsible for the regreening – or
should we say the re-colouring – of the Sudbury
landscapes.

For years society members have helped plant and
care for gardens at such public institutions as Science
North, parks like the one on the corner of John and Paris
Streets, and at Pioneer Manor Home for the Aged.
Hansen says new members are always welcome to
join the Society. A paltry $6 entitles an individual to a
membership ($9 for families) which includes a useful
yearbook full of gardening information and the right to
enter garden and other competitions.
The Sudbury Horticultural Society meets monthly during
the non-garden portion of the year. And you don’t have to
be a member to attend meetings featuring expert guests on
topics such as starting plants from seeds, composting and
landscaping your property.
Watch this space for upcoming events sponsored
by the society, as well as special events to celebrate its first
85 years.
"Only put off until tomorrow those things
for which you are willing to die having left
undone." --- Pablo Picasso

This Earth Day, think about the planet!
Join us at the 2006 Sudbury EarthDay Festival!
When? April 22 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Where? Sudbury's downtown Market Square
What? Featuring workshops, children activities, live
entertainment, food stalls, door prizes, free trees, light bulb
exchange and over 40 eco-friendly booths.
Admission is free. Get involved and help make a
difference!
Visit www.greatersudbury.ca/earthcare for more
information or ...
e-mail marie-claude.roch@greatersudbury.ca
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News Flash:
Botanix Azilda Greenhouses would again like to invite all members of the Sudbury Horticultural Society to our
Annual Advance Perennial Sale, Friday April 28 and Saturday 29, 2006, from 10am to 4pm.
A seminar introducing our NEW VARIETIES will be held each day at 10:30 am.
At this year’s seminar, you will receive a list and description of the new varieties and an in depth presentation of the top 5
sun plants, top 5 shade plants, top 5 long bloomers and a sneak peak at the new shrubs.
Please mark your calendars, and come out and see the large selection of perennials, and our newly expanded tree and shrub
area for 2006!

We will have someth Super Specials as well as the 10% discount on your perennial purchases. Plants can be
held until May 12 for your pickup.
Botanix Azilda Greenhouses FREE SEMINARS – 2006 SCHEDULE
Seminars are held at the Greenhouses

Call 983 - 5252 to Register

Perennial Garden DesignThursday May 11

7 pm

You will receive designs for 5 gardens!
Wedding Flowers

Thursday M ay 18

7 pm

Flowers to grow for bouquets, planters, table decorations and favours.!
Sudbury Master Gardeners

Saturday May 27

10 am – 3 pm

Come and have the Experts answer your Gardening Questions !
Spring Bulb Combos

Saturday Sept 9

10 am

Saturday September 30

10 am – 4pm

BULB and MUM SALE
AutumnFest

TREE SALE Activities & fun to celebrate the season
Christmas Planters

Saturday December 2

10 am

We supply wild flowers/dried grasses/ some boughs Free. A Christmas gift for you!

Garden Show Information:
W e also invite you to visit our booth on April 21, 22, 23, 2006 at the Cottage, Home, Garden & Leisure Show
at the Exhibition Centre on Falconbridge Road.
Our show hours are: Friday April 21 4pm-9pm,

Saturday April 22 10am-5pm,

Sunday April 23 10am-4pm

* Our new Garden Accessories and Decoration Items will be on display.
* Our Landscape Designer, Joanne Lauzon will be on hand to display her work and discuss your design challenges.

Visit our website: www.azildagreenhouses.com
Printed monthly by

OR Phone: 983-5252
In an attempt to keep
the readers of the
Sudbury Hort.Society
newsletter up to date
with current
developments, this new
species of poppy is
shown. It is called an

I Pod.

